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KEY FINDINGS

Companies require more support, both internally and 
externally, to meet their immigration and global mobility 
needs effectively.

Foreign employees on visa sponsorship were negatively 
impacted by layoffs and hiring freezes in 2022, but they 
remain highly sought after by U.S. employers.

Immigration barriers in the U.S. are leading employers to 
relocate foreign employees overseas and outsource jobs.

Employers largely appreciate the Biden administration's 
direction on employment-based immigration but believe 
significant improvements are still needed.
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1 In 2022, companies with foreign national 
employees experienced layoffs and hiring 
freezes due to macroeconomic trends.

78%

51%

of companies instituted a hiring 
freeze.

of companies laid off foreign 
national employees.

Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q1: How have macroeconomic trends impacted your company’s global immigration program in the past 12 months? Data is the 
sum of respondents who selected "A. Our company implemented a hiring freeze" and "C. Both A and B;" and "B. Our company laid off foreign national employees" and "C. Both A and B."
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89%
of companies hired one or more 
foreign national employees who 

were previously laid off by another 
company in the last six months.

But many companies 
benefited by recruiting 
foreign talent impacted by 
earlier layoffs.
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q3: In the past six months, did your company hire one or more foreign national employees 
who were previously laid off by another company? Data is % who chose "Yes."



And generally, employers 
continue to recruit 

foreign talent.

87%
of employers are currently recruiting 

and hiring foreign national employees 
in the U.S.

Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q5: Is your company currently recruiting and hiring new foreign national 
employees in the U.S.?  Data is % who chose "Yes."
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In fact, employer demand 
for foreign talent is higher 
now than in early 2022, 
when the Department of 
Labor recorded an all-time 
high in foreign employee 
sponsorship.

71
of companies report recruiting more 

foreign nationals in Q1 2023 than 
during the same period last year. 

%
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q4: Is your company recruiting more, fewer, or the same number of foreign
nationals in Q1 2023 as you did in Q1 2022? Data is % who chose "More." U.S. Department of Labor. Performance Data. LCA 
Programs (H-1B, H-1B1, E-3). LCA Disclosure Data FY2022 Q2 and LCA Disclosure Data FY2022 Q3.  



2023 H-1B Cap Shattered Previous Records

Source: https://www.uscis.gov/working-in-the-united-states/temporary-workers/h-1b-specialty-occupations-and-fashion-models/h-1b-electronic-
registration-process

Be wary of  “creative” H-1B Lottery 
Solutions



In fact, employer demand 
for foreign talent is higher 
now than in early 2022, 
when the Department of 
Labor recorded an all-time 
high in foreign employee 
sponsorship.

71
of report recruiting more foreign 
nationals in Q1 2023 than during 

the same period last year. 

%

What does this mean for employers?
ØDenial of H-1B Transfer Petitions if no bona fide job offer
ØInvestigation into any agreements to evade lottery
ØScreening needed for candidates who were multiple registered

What does this mean for employees?
ØLottery selection/H-1B Status could be revoked
ØCould impact future immigration benefits
ØPotential financial fraud

What’s next for the H-1B lottery?
ØMore enforcement actions and investigations
ØNew, more strict rules to combat fraud
ØHigher Fees



Despite the high demand to sponsor 
foreign talent in the U.S., immigration 
barriers are leading employers to relocate 
foreign national employees overseas and 
outsource jobs.

81%
of companies transferred foreign national employees 
to an office abroad because of visa-related issues in 
the U.S. in the last year. 

80%
of companies relocated employees to work remotely 
overseas because of visa-related issues in the U.S. in 
the last year.
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q9: In the past 12 months, did your company transfer one or more employees to an office outside of the U.S. due to visa-
related issues? Data is % who chose "Yes." q10: In the past 12 months, did your company relocate one or more employees to work remotely in a country outside of the U.S. due to 
visa-related issues? Data is % who chose "Yes."



And as destinations abroad 
become more attractive for 
employers, the U.S. will lose 
out on foreign talent flows.

93
of companies expect to turn to 
nearshoring or offshoring to fill 

positions abroad due to immigration 
barriers and labor shortages in the U.S.

%
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q32: In 2023, do you expect your company will turn to nearshoring or 
offshoring to fill positions abroad due to immigration barriers and labor shortages in the U.S.? Data is % who chose "Yes."



In response to U.S. immigration barriers, companies relocated employees to 
Canada, Mexico and the UK most frequently.

62% 48% 48%
31%

25%

If your company transferred or relocated employees outside of the U.S. due to visa-related 
issues, which countries were they sent to?

Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q11: If your company transferred or relocated employees outside of the U.S. due to visa-related 
issues, which countries were they sent to? Please select all that apply. Data is % who chose "Canada," "Mexico," "UK," "Germany," and "Australia." 

Canada Mexico UK Germany Australia
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The growth of remote work has enabled companies to bypass U.S. immigration 
barriers by hiring and relocating talent overseas more easily.

Will your company pivot to hiring some employees on remote work visas to avoid undergoing 
the employment-based sponsorship process in the U.S.?

[I don't know]
1%

[Yes]
85%

[No]
5%

[Our company already hires employees 
on remote work visas]

9%
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q33: As of January 2023, more than 28 countries have introduced remote work visas. Will your company pivot to hiring some 
employees on remote work visas to avoid undergoing the employment-based sponsorship process in the U.S.? Data displays % who chose the listed responses totaling 100%.





Employers widely approve of the Biden 
administration's approach to employment-based 
immigration, but many feel the system continues 
to become more difficult for businesses.

84%
of respondents approve of the Biden 
administration's handling of employment-based 
immigration. 

51% of respondents feel the immigration process in 
the U.S. is more difficult than in previous years.
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q13: Do you approve of the Biden administration’s handling of employment-based immigration? Data is % who chose "Yes." q14: In the past 
12 months, do you feel the immigration process in the U.S. was more or less difficult for your company than in previous years? Data is % who chose "More difficult."
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94%
of companies would hire more 

foreign nationals if there were fewer 
immigration barriers in the U.S. 

The government's inability 
to implement these popular 
solutions is impeding 
companies' ability to 
sponsor the foreign talent 
they need.

Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q16: Would your company hire more foreign nationals if there were fewer 
immigration barriers in the U.S. (costs, visa caps, processing uncertainty, reduced paperwork, etc.)? Data is % who chose "Yes."



Employer frustration is mounting as the government continues to make little 
headway on the primary immigration barriers impacting companies, including:

What is the primary barrier for your company when it comes to hiring and sponsoring foreign national employees in the U.S.?

The limited number of H-1B 
visas available

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Slow and uncertain 
government processing

Government regulations 
and paperwork

Costs related to sponsoring a 
foreign national employee

All of the above

47%

13%

15%

4%

21%
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q15: What is the primary barrier for your company when it comes to hiring and sponsoring foreign national 
employees in the U.S.?  Data displays % who chose the listed responses totaling 100%.



ENVOY GLOBAL

of companies would pay an additional fee to the 
government for faster processing of immigration cases 
(expanded premium processing).

The business community supports key improvements to 
the employment-based immigration system, and some 
employers are willing to pay for certain enhancements to 
the system.

89%

93

58

41

%

%

%

of companies would prefer a digital government platform 
for immigration cases over the current paper-based 
system.

of respondents prefer Congress increase the overall 
number of employment-based green cards available each 
year over removing per-country green card caps. 

of respondents prefer Congress remove per-country 
green card caps over increasing the overall number of 
employment-based green cards available each year. 
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q19: Employers can pay $2,500 to “premium process” certain visa applications like the H-1B and receive a response from the government within 15 
calendar days. If given the same option for other immigration applications (Prevailing Wage Determination, Adjustment of Status, etc.), would your company pay an additional fee for faster processing? Data is % 
who chose "Yes." q20: Currently, most U.S. visa applications must be submitted by mailing a paper filing to the government. Would your company prefer if immigration applications could be filed and tracked 
through a digital government platform? Data is % who chose "Yes." q.24: Despite the government approving a record high 280,000 employment-based green cards, the green card backlog for Indian and 
Chinese foreign nationals worsened in 2022. Of the solutions listed below, which would you be in favor of Congress enacting to address the growing green card backlog?. Data is %% who chose "Increasing the 

overall number of employment-based green cards available each year for all applicants" and "Removing per-country green card caps that disproportionately impact Indian and Chinese green card applicants."



Case Type Old Fee New Fee % Increase
H-1B Lottery $10 $215 2,050%
H-1B Visa $460 $780 70%
E-3/TN Visa $460 $1,015 121%
O-1 Visa $460 $1,055 129%
L-1 Visa $460 $1,385 201%

+ Asylum Program Fee of $600 per case

Will 
more 
money 
help?

ØFees last 
increased 
21% in 2016.



Will moving online help?



While we wait for 
Congress to Act…

• H-1B Alternatives
(O-1, TN, L-1, E-3)

• Multinational Manager 
(L-1) Fast Track: 1-year 
assignment

• Student > Green Card

• Analytics for early 
Green Card start



Companies require more support to 
handle the growing importance of 
corporate immigration and global mobility.

84%
of respondents said their company needs to 
hire more internal support for immigration and 
global mobility.

48% of respondents said their company needs more 
support from immigration service providers.
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q41: In 2023, do you feel your company needs more support to manage immigration and global mobility functions? Data is the 
sum of respondents who selected "A. Yes, we need to hire more internal support for immigration and global mobility" and "C. Both A and B;" and "B. Yes, we need more support from 
immigration services providers."





Given the tight labor market for foreign talent, companies are 
increasingly offering better immigration perks for sponsored employees.

43 %
of companies start the green card application process 
immediately upon a foreign national employee's start date.

83%
of companies start the green card application process 
within one year of a foreign national employee's start date.

81%

of companies cover all green card related fees for foreign 
national employees, with approximately one-half of that 
group including a contractual pay-back stipulation if the 
employee leaves the company within a certain period. 

83%
of companies cover the government fees and legal 
expenses for the immigration cases of their employees' 
spouse and children. 
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Source: Envoy Global's 2023 Immigration Trends Survey. q36: When does your company start the green card application process for your foreign national employees? Data is % who chose "Immediately upon the employee's start date" and the sum of respondents who selected  "Immediately 
upon the employee's start date," "Within 3 months of the employee's start date," and "Within 1 year of the employee's start date." q37: What green card costs does your company cover for foreign national employees? Data is sum of respondents who selected "We cover all green card related 
fees" and "We cover all green card related fees with a contractual stipulation attached for the eligible fees to be paid back if the employee leaves within a certain time period." q38: Does your company cover the government fees and legal expenses for the immigration applications of your 
employees’ spouse and children (dependents)? Data is % who chose "Yes."


